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The Peter Busse Collection
A librarian by training, Peter Busse (1958-2006) was a founding member of GLOW and the Township
Aids Project and a well-known HIV and AIDS activist, trainer and facilitator. Busse was diagnosed as
HIV positive in 1985 while in political exile in Swaziland and went on to work extensively in the
HIV/AIDS NGO sector.

The Peter Busse Collection was originally just a single folder containing a few documents. In January
2018 GALA received a substantial amount of personal material belonging to Busse. The donation
was made on behalf of Busse’s long-time friends Pierre Brouard, Penny Plowman, Jenny Hunter and
Lucy Gilson, as well as Andrew Busse, Peter’s brother. Plowman wrote the following, on behalf of
the donor group, in her donation letter to GALA:
“In this process of reaching out to GALA we have been reminded once
again just how much Peter meant to each of us. Peter was an
extraordinary man and his life touched and shaped us in profound
ways. Peter had a powerful zest for life, relishing each day and making
an occasion out of all things big and small. Thinking about him in this
intense way, as we prepare to hand over his personal archive, had
brought back so many memories and ignited so many powerful
reminders of what his life meant to us and what he continues to mean
to us… Peter’s spirit lives on and we are extremely grateful that we
have this opportunity to donate his personal effects to the GALA
archive. We are hopeful that in doing this researchers and academics
will be enriched in their understanding of Peter and his life story and
unique contribution to social justice and building an inclusive world.”

Ploughman’s beautiful reflection on the donation process gives such an important insight into the
emotions and thoughts that are often behind the donation of archive material, particularly belonging
to those who have passed.

Busse’s collection (which has now grown to 17 archive boxes!) consists largely of personal
photographs and correspondence, as well as travel ephemera, material relating to Busse’s 2005
‘Celebration of Life party’, and 2006 memorial. An inventory of material is available under the Busse
Collection number GAL0018. Further Busse material can be found in the collection of Donne Rundle
(AM 2799), which contains video footage of Busse’s memorial.

Busse was interviewed twice by GALA, once in 2005 for our publication Pride: Protest and
Celebration, and again for our Queer HIV Oral History Project. These interview transcripts formed
part of the original (small) Busse collection. Additional published interviews with Busse can be found
amongst the recently donated material.
Positive living in a very broad sense of the word is having hope and
believing that HIV is not equal to AIDS and not equal to death.
- Peter Busse interviewed by GALA, 2005

I was diagnosed in 1985, and at that stage there was very little
information available…There was no counselling. I think that’s what made
me get into HIV work myself. I didn’t want people to get diagnosed in the
same kind of vacuum as I did, with no information, no counselling and no
support.
– Peter Busse in Pride: Protest and Celebration (2006), page 38.

Archivist note: The Peter Busse Collection number is AM2669. Please note that on the request of the
donors, some of the correspondence (1A) and photographs (2D) have been embargoed for a 10 year
period. This embargo will be reassessed in 2028.
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